Practical problems in numerical analysis, especially in solving two-point boundary value problems or integral equations, often require the approximation of a bivariate function by a combination of univariate functions. For example, if f(s, t) is defined for seS and teT, an approximation to / of the following form may be required: (1) /(*, t) ~ Σ a*(β)Λi(«) + Σ l/i(*)ff*(β)
Here the base functions g t and h t are prescribed, and the coefficient functions χ t and y t are at our disposal. The problem of finding a best uniform approximation of the form (1) when all the functions involved are continuous is a difficult one, the difficulties being both theoretical and algorithmic. In the special case n = m = 1, with g x {s) = h^t) -1, the problem reduces to finding x e C(S) and y eC(T) which minimize the expression (2) ||/_ 3-^1 = supsup|/(8,<)-α?(«)-»(ί)| .
The existence of minimizing pairs (x, y) and an efficient algorithm for determining one of them were established by Diliberto and Straus [3] . See also [1, 8, 5, 10, 9] for later work. The general case of best approximation in (1) with uniform norm remains open. In this paper, the existence of optimal solutions to problem (1) is studied. Ideally, we would like to have constructive proofs of existence, but in general the available proofs are nonconstructive.
If U is a linear subspace of a normed space X, the distance from x to U is (3) distfe U) = inf \\x -u\\ .
ueU
If the infimum in (3) is attained for each xeX, then the subspace U is said to be proximinal. A mapping A:X-^U such that || a; -Ax\\ -dist (x, U) for all x is called a proximity map for ?7. Every proximinal subspace has a proximity map, but not necessarily a continuous one.
The following result from [13, p. 130] 
Proof. The implication 1 => 3 is proved as follows. H. Reiter showed in [12] that if U, V, and U + V are closed subspaces in a Banach space, then
Since the annihilator of a subspace is weak*-closed, [13, p. 91 ], 1 => 3. The implication 3=>4 is an observation made by Phelps [11] . The implication 4=>2 is trivial, since every proximinal set is closed. The implication 2 ==> 1 is another result of Reiter [12] . Π THEOREM 3. Let U and V be weak*-closed subspaces in a conjugate Banach space X*. If U + V is norm closed, then it is weak*-closed and proximinal.
Proof. Since U and V are weak*-closed, they satisfy U= (UJ 1 and V = (VJ 1 , where U ± = {xe X: (x, u) = 0 for all u e U). By Theorem 2 (in particular the implications 2 => 3 => 4), our conclusion follows.
• THEOREM 4. Let U and V be subspaces in a normed space X. Assume that U is proximinal, and that for each xeX there corresponds a weakly compact set K(x) c V with the property
Proof. By the Hahn-Banach theorem,
This shows that the function x H* dist (x, U) is weakly lower-semicontinuous, since it is the supremum of a family of weakly continuous functions. Therefore, if x is fixed, the expression dist (x -v, U) will attain its infimum at some point v'eK(x). Select u r e U as a best approximation to x -v'. Then for any veV and u e U we have Proof. Let c be any element of X, and select z n e U + V so that Ik "~ z n\\ -* dist (c, U + V). The sequence {z n } is bounded. Since U + V is closed, Theorem 1 implies that z n can be expressed as w n + v n with u n 6 Z7, v n e F, and {uj bounded. Put v' n = A(c -uj. Since {^n} is bounded, {v' n } lies in a weakly compact subset K of V. Then for each w,
ve K veV
Thus Theorem 4 is applicable, and ?7 + F is proximinal.
•
The uncompleted tensor product of two normed spaces X and Y is the set of all finite sums of the form Σ #< ® 2/ί with ^el and 2/< e y. An equivalence relation is introduced by stipulating that ΣjiXi®Vi is (equivalent to) 0 when Σ (f, %i}Vi -° f°r all /el*.
A norm αonl(x) F is termed a cross-norm if α(a (g) y) = ||x \\ \\y \\ for all x e X and all y eY. A cross-norm a is said to be a uniform cross-norm if
α(Σ ^ <8> ^) ^ IIA || || J? ||α(Σ »< Θ y<)
for any bounded linear operators A and B.
The completion of the normed linear space X 0 Y with a cross-norm a is denoted here by X(x) α F. For other matters concerning tensor products, see Schatten [14] , Gilbert and Leih [9] , or Diestel and Uhl [2] . In particular, we use the isometric identification &>(X, F*) = (X® r F)* [14, p. 47] .
The following theorem resulted from discussions with Professor John E. Gilbert, to whom we are indebted. THEOREM 
Let G and H be complemented subspaces in Banach spaces X and Y respectively. For any uniform cross-norm a, (G
Proof Let P be a (bounded linear) projection of X onto G. Define P' on the uncompleted tensor product X(x) Y by putting P'(
is uniformly continuous on a dense subset of X(x) α F and has therefore a unique continuous extension to X(x) α F. Thus extended, P' is a projection of X(x) α F onto G(x) α F. In the same way, starting with a projection Q of F onto iϊ we define a projection Q' of X(x) α F onto X(x) α if. One verifies easily that P' commutes with Q'. Hence [see 4, p. 481 
In the following discussion, T will denote an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space. Then G(T) is the usual space of continuous realvalued functions on T.
The special cross-norm λ is defined by the equation
where / ranges over the unit cell in X*. The next theorem has been given in [6] ; the proof is included because it is brief. THEOREM 
If there exists a continuous proximity map from the Banach space X onto a subspace G, then C(T) ® λ G is proximinal in C(T) ® λ X.
Proof. By a theorem of Grothendieck, [15, p. 357] , C(T)® λ X is isometric with C(T, X). The latter is the Banach space of all continuous maps / from T into X, normed by putting ||/|| = suPί \\f{t)\\ x . If A is a continuous proximity map from X onto G then let A! be defined from C(T, X) onto C(T, G) by the equation A'f -A° f. It is elementary to prove that A! is a continuous proximity map.
is proximinal. Let x be any element of C(S). Put x\x, t) = x(s) for all (s, t)eS x T. Note that for any g e G, #(s, τ) . Then g eG, and ^ is a best approximation to # since
dist (x\G® λ C(T))^ \\x' -g®l\\ = \\x -g\\
The following result is called "The Sitting-Duck Theorem" because it is thought to be true under weaker hypotheses on H, and is therefore vulnerable to generalization. 
THEOREM 10 ("Sitting Duck"). Let G be a finite-dimensional subspace of C(S) with a continuous proximity map. Let H be a finitedimensional subspace of C(T) with a Lipschitzian proximity map. Then G (x) C(T) + C(S) (x) H is complemented and proximinal in C(S x T).

Proof. By Theorem 7, the subspaces U = G (x) C(T) and V = C(S) (x) H are proximinal. By Theorem 6, U + V is complemented and closed. Let A be a Lipschitzian proximity map of C(T) onto H, and put (A'/)(s, t) = (Af s )(t). Then A' is a proximity map of C(S x T) onto F. Define Γ: U-> V by
REMARK. Instead of assuming that G has a continuous proximity map, we can assume that G(£)C(T) is proximinal in C(S x T).
LEMMA. The map Γ: U->V defined in the proof of Theorem 10 is compact.
Proof. Let B = {ue U: \\u\\ <, k}. We will show that Γ{B) has compact closure in V. By the Ascoli theorem, it suffices to show that Γ(B) is bounded and equicontinuous.
If ueC/then \\Γ(u) || = ||
Hence Γ(B) is bounded. The remainder of the proof addresses the equicontinuity. Assume that \\Ax -Ay\\ ^ λ||sc -y\\ for x, yeC(T). Let n denote the dimension of G.
Select {g l9 , g n ) c G and {&, , φ n ) c C(S)* so that <&, g^ = l l^ll = ll^ll = 1 ("biorthonormality"). If u(s, t) = Σ?=i SiOffcOO th en l»i(*)l -I <&,"*> I ^ \\U*\\ £k.
Let (s 0 , t 0 ) be a point of Sx Γ at which equicontinuity is to be proved. Let ε > 0. By the equicontinuity of the unit cell in G there is a neighborhood In a separate paper, we have given examples of subspaces having Lipschitzian proximity maps in a space C(T). These can be of any finite dimension or infinite dimensional. The situation is rather complicated, however, and the topological structure of T must be taken into account.
\(Γu)(s, t) -(Γu)(s 0 , t o )\ \(Γu)(8, t) -(Γu)(s 0 , t)\ + \(Γu)(s 0 , t) -(Γu)(s Q9
In several of the following theorems we require the equation
The identifications made here are as follows. With an element Σ Φi ® ψi ί n X* ® Y* (uncompleted tensor product) we associate an operator Ae£f(X, Y*) whose defining equation is Ax = Σ (Φi> x)Ψi-With an arbitrary operator B in £f(X, Y*) we associate a functional Φ in (X(x) r Γ)* by putting Φ(Σ a?, <8> 1/i) = Σ <5a?<, ^>.
The weak*-topology in -Sf(JC, 3Γ*) is the weak topology induced by the duality of X® r Y with (X(x) r F)*. Convergence of a net ^4 α to 0 in this topology means (A a x, y) -> 0 for all xeX and y eY. This topology is also called the weak*-operator topology. Proof. It is sufficient to verify that the projections p and q defined by p(A) = AoP and q(A) = Q*° A commute with each other. But this is obviously true:
Q REMARKS. Theorem 19 was suggested to us by an anonymous referee for the Mathematical Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. We had, prior to his suggestion, established only the following theorem by a different argument.
THEOREM 20. Let G and H be finite-dimensional subspaces in conjugate Banach spaces X* and F* respectively. Then G (g) F* + X* 0 H is complemented, weak *-closed, and proximinal in J?f(X, F*) . It is therefore complemented and proximinal in X* (xh Y*.
Proof. We prove first that G(g) F* = {AoP: Ae jS^(X, F*)} for an appropriate projection P: X-» X. Indeed, select a basis {g l9 , g n } for G and then select
is an y element of G® Y*, let A be an element of £f(X f Y*) such that Ax t = ψ*,. Then A ° P = Σ Λ ® ih Conversely, if Aej^(X, F*), then AoP = Σ Qi <8) ^ ^G® F*.
A similar argument applies to X*®iϊ, and then Theorem 19 establishes the desired conclusion.
In approximation problems, it is a fortunate circumstance when a subspace of functions being used as approximants has a linear proximity map. Of course, this is the rule in Hubert space, but the exception in other spaces, although proximinal hyperplanes always have linear proximity maps in any normed space. In spaces C(T), a finite-dimensional subspace can have a linear proximity map, but if this happens, T must possess isolated points.
If a proximity map P from a normed space X onto a subspace V is linear, then P is a projection (i.e., a bounded, linear, idempotent, surjective map.) It is elementary to prove that for a projection P the properties of being a proximity map and satisfying the equation ||I -P\\ -1 are equivalent.
Another elementary result is that if P and Q are projections on a normed space X, and if QP = PQP, then P + Q -PQ is a projection onto the vector sum of the ranges of P and Q. This vector sum must then be complemented and closed. We can now prove: THEOREM 21. If P and Q are linear proximity maps, then the same is true of the Boolean sum P + Q -PQ, provided that PQP = QP.
Proof. It is only necessary to verify that || I -P -Q + PQ || = 1. This follows from writing the operator in question in the form (I -P)(I -Q).
• 
